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Holiday Homework (2024-25)

Class - 9th

Subject - English

1. Read the Chapter ‘The Sound of Music’ and write the

character sketch/biography on any one character with

pictures in 500-600 words.

(a) Bismillah Khan (b) Evelyn Glennie

2. Prepare 20 multiple choice questions from the story “The

Lost Child” from moments” (NCERT Book) on A4 Sheet.

3. Write article an any one topic on A4 sheet.

(a) Hardwork is the key to success.

(b) Love and passion for music.

4. Compose a poem based on “Nature” and create a rhyme

scheme also on A4 sheet.

5. Write down the synonyms of different words of first three

chapters of Beehive (A4 Sheet)

6. Briefly prepare and practice your periodic test syllabus.

7. The students are disected to read newspapers and maga-

zines daily.
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4. Learn chapter-1 of History, Political Science, Geogra-
phy and Economics for Periodic-1

Subject - Information Technology (Code-402)

1. Surf the Internet and prepare a poster on the topic “Self-

Management Techniques”.

2. Surf the Internet and create a presentation on ‘ICT tools”.

Insert relevant Images for each tools.

3. Using your creativity skills, design the collage in any

presentation software (For Example shap X-Shape col-

lage maker”) on the topic various Application of IT.

4. Surf Various websites on cybersecurity and cybersafety.

Prepare a chart (A3 size) guidelines you can take to

protect your self from cyber crime.

5. Complete and learning work :-

Part - A Unit - 1 (Chapter 1 to 4)

Unit - 2 (Chepter 5 to 6)

Unit - 3 (Chepter 7 to 10)
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Subject - Mathematics

1. Revision of Chapter-1, 2, and 3 with examples and other

related questions solve in separate notebook.

2. Complete assignment work given of chepter 1, 2, and 3.

3. Complete Lab Manual work in Practical Notebook.

Lab Activities No. :- 1, 2 and 3.

Subject - Science

1. Complete experiment no. 1 to 8 in your lab manual.

2. Learn Lesson 1. Matter in our surroundings

2. Cell the fundamental unit of life.

3. Motion

3. Draw the following graphs in your project file.

1. Distance-time graph for an object moving with uni-

form speed and non-uniform speed.

2. Velocity-time graph for an object moving with con-

stant speed, uniform acceleration, retarded motion

and at rest.

Subject - Social Science

1. Project work

Topic :- Different types of schemes by government.

2. Write 10-10 MCQs of chapter-1 of History, Geography,
Political Science and Economics.

3. Locate and label the following items on the political map
of India.

* Northernmost latitude of India.

* Tropic of Cancer

* Tropic of capricon

* Lalitude which divides India into two equal parts.

* Northernmost latitude of India.

* Southern most point of Mainland of India.
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